Abrasives

Oil Stones / Diamond Stone / Scythe Stones

ABRASIVE STONES
Abrasive stones are
available in many forms
and are primarily designed
to grind steel and hone
the cutting edge of steel
cutting tools. Depending on
their intended use stones
are manufactured using
aluminium oxide or silicone
carbide and are available
for both hand and power
tool applications.

Oilstone Box

To avoid workshop dust and unwanted
oil deposits, this crafted beech oilstone
box is designed to store any standard
oilstone. The inside corners can be cut
to suit other sizes.

Internal size:
205 x 50 x
25mm

Combination Oilstones

Combination stones are manufactured from aluminium oxide with two sharpening
faces. The coarse face is for sharpening dull tools and the medium/fine face is
for final honing to give a keen lasting edge. These stones may be used dry or
lubricated using oil.

120 Grit
Fine 240 Grit

Coarse

Coarse

Medium

120 Grit
180 Grit

200 x 50 x 25mm

100 x 25 x 12.5mm
FAIOS4C
£4.44 Ex VAT £5.33 Inc VAT

FAIOS8C
£8.22 Ex VAT £9.86 Inc VAT

Oilstone and Honing Guide Kit

A combination oilstone complete with oil and honing guide. This makes
the ideal kit for sharpening all HSS and carbon steel chisels and plane
blades. The honing guide makes it easy to restore a perfect
cutting edge, even for newcomers to the task.

Size: 200 x 50 x 25mm
Coarse
Medium

FAIOSBOX
£9.32 Ex VAT £11.18 Inc VAT

120 Grit
180 Grit

FAIOS8CHG
£14.51 Ex VAT £17.41 Inc VAT

Diamond
Sharpening 		
Stone Kit

A two-sided monocrystalline diamond, electroplated stone for
general purpose sharpening. Coarse - suitable for dressing
chipped and damaged cutting tools and sharpening garden
shears and axes. Fine - Refines the cutting edges of chisels,
plane irons and router cutters.
Supplied with a canvas
storage case.
Size: 200 x 70
x 8mm

Scythe Stones

NB. USE DRY

Manufactured using silicon carbide abrasive and ideal for
putting a sharp and long lasting edge on scythes, sickles,
slashers and many other garden cutting tools.
Designed to cut fast and clean.

100 Grit
Flat

120 Grit
Oval

120 Grit
Round

Two grades of
diamond grit:

FAIDWKIT
£51.48 Ex VAT £61.78 Inc VAT

1000G Fine
400G Coarse

SIZE

Ex VAT

Inc VAT

FAISCYTHEO

Oval

TYPE

305mm

£9.62

£11.54

FAISCYTHEF

Flat

260mm

£9.68

£11.62

FAISCYTHER

Round

305mm

£9.30

£11.16
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